### (CATHODE INTERLAYER MATERIALS)
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Organic Nano Electronic (ONE=1) materials for those who understand quality
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**OS0308**

**C$_{60}$-SB**

CAS#1642798-29-5

[Image of C$_{60}$-SB structure]

**OS0295**

**C$_{60}$-N**

CAS#1558023-86-1

[Image of C$_{60}$-N structure]

**OS0861**

**PDINO**

CAS#1558023-86-1

[Image of PDINO structure]

**OS0970**

**PDIN**

CAS#117901-97-0

[Image of PDIN structure]

---

Other interlayer materials are also available, please contact info@1-material.com for more information
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